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Rent a Cloud Engineer

Targeted expertise for your cloud project

Lack of experience and expertise can significantly

slow down cloud initiatives, especially if there is a

shortage of experienced AWS architects. With our

“Rent a Cloud Engineer” approach, we help you

overcome this bottleneck and move your cloud

projects forward. Based on your needs and require-

ments, we will provide you with an AWS Architect

with the appropriate skill level to answer technical

questions about AWS and support your team with

targeted expertise. This ensures that your cloud ini-

tiatives proceed smoothly, without the risk of rash

decisions.

In an initial consultation, we will determine the level

of AWS expertise that is required for your current

situation. We customize our offerings to fit your

projects and requirements. Depending on your

needs and specialist area, you can choose

between German- and English-speaking AWS ex-

perts. This enables flexible and efficient collab-

oration, especially in international teams. Inter-

personal chemistry is of particular importance to

us. We believe that success depends not only on

technical expertise, but also on working together as

equals.

Our services

Your internal organization can work with us to

define and fill the necessary roles. Your experts will

get direct access to skilled AWS contacts. In

addition, your security and governance managers

will benefit from best practices and qualified

architecture assessments. Your AWS projects are

quickly assigned a singe point of contact for seam-

less integration, thus accelerating project imple-

mentation and improving the quality of your cloud

initiatives.

Your benefits

We are the benchmark for security in the cloud:

• Broad AWS expertise: We offer a wide range of 

AWS skills – from experienced Principal Cloud 

Consultants to young, technical experts at the 

Associate level.

• Support from experienced Senior Architects: For 

complex issues, experienced Senior Architects 

are available in the background to find optimal 

solutions. 

• Skaylink is the first AWS Security Competency 

Partner in the DACH region – Germany (D), 

Austria (A), Switzerland (CH) – and has over

20 years of digitalization expertise.

Why Skaylink?

Do you have questions for an AWS expert?

I am happy to help: Adrian.Wnek@skaylink.com
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